Isn’t it time to
UPGRADE

to MONTAGUE!

Now, for a limited time Montague is offering CASH BACK directly to your district on these highly-educated Vectaire Convection and Technostar Ovens!

Act soon, we’ll send you on qualifying purchases:
$250 CASH BACK on Montague Vectaire Oven
$100 CASH BACK on Technostar Standard Oven you purchase before the December deadline.
( $250 and $100 per oven cavity).

Don’t forget to check with your local utility company.
Your Vectaire model may qualify for an additional utility rebate.

VECTAIRE® OVENS
Choose from these top of their class models!

Apollo Series
Gas Ovens
Standard Depth
R85A - Single
R285A - Double

HX Series
Gas Ovens
Low Profile
Bakery Depth
HX63A - Single
HX2-63A - Double

115 Series
Gas Ovens
Bakery Depth
115A - Single
2-115A - Double

EK Series
Electric Ovens
Standard Depth
EK12A - Single
2EK12A - Double

EK Series
Electric Ovens
Bakery Depth
EK15A - Single
2EK15A - Double

Technostar Series
Standard Gas Ovens
HERE’S HOW IT WORKS!

- Contact your local Montague sales rep to find out more about qualifying Vectaire Convection Ovens and Technostar Standard Ovens.
- Earn $250 for each qualifying Montague Vectaire Convection Oven Model: Apollo, 115, HX and EK series.
- Earn $100 for each qualifying Montague Technostar Standard Oven.
- Offer is effective for purchases made from January 1, 2020 - December 31, 2020.
- Offer not good with any other discounts or promotional offers.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS:

- Complete form below.
- Mail or fax it together with your Montague Warranty Card(s) and qualifying proof of purchase of your Montague Vectaire Convection and/or Technostar Oven(s).
- Cash back checks will be made out to, and mailed directly to school district.

MAIL: “K12” Promotion
1830 Stearman Avenue
Hayward, CA 94545
FAX: 510-785-3342

Please Provide Detailed Information to Ensure Check Accuracy

SCHOOL/DISTRICT _________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP _______________________________________
CONTACT ___________________________________________ TITLE ________________
PHONE ___________________________________________ EMAIL __________________
DEALERS NAME _________________________________
MODEL __________ SERIAL #__________ PURCHASE DATE ____________ CASH BACK $ ________
MODEL __________ SERIAL #__________ PURCHASE DATE ____________ $ ________
MODEL __________ SERIAL #__________ PURCHASE DATE ____________ $ ________
MODEL __________ SERIAL #__________ PURCHASE DATE ____________ $ ________
MODEL __________ SERIAL #__________ PURCHASE DATE ____________ $ ________
TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED $__________